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CORRIGENDUM 

 
No. 8627 Date: 09.11.2020 

 
The following Paras in the “Detailed modalities for invitation of applications to the 

posts of Principal and Teachers in the Odisha Adarsha Vidyalayas in the State of Odisha-

2020.” published and uploaded in the website on 22.10.2020 may be read/ substituted as 

follows: 

Para 1: Important Dates:  Step-II & Step-III may be substituted as follows 

Step-II: Last Date for Completion of On-Line Registration  07/12/2020 17:00 Hrs 

Step-III: Last Date of submission of Online Fee as applicable 
through Debit/Credit Card/Net Banking  

09/12/2020 23:45Hrs 

 

Para 3.1.4  The existing para may be substituted by “ All candidates for the post of TGTs 

(TGT Odia, TGT English, TGT Math, TGT Science, TGT SST) must have passed/ 

appeared OSSTET / OTET-Paper-II conducted by BSE / CTET -Paper-II conducted 

by CBSE in accordance with the guidelines framed by the NCTE. The candidates 

who have already appeared OSSTET / OTET-Paper-II conducted by BSE / CTET -

Paper-II conducted by CBSE  within the closing date for submission of online 

application, but the result of which has not been published will be provisionally 

allowed to apply for the respective posts and appear the CBT. This is subject to 

the condition that they have to pass OSSTET / OTET-Paper-II conducted by BSE / 

CTET -Paper-II conducted by CBSE before short listing of candidates for 

interview.  Such candidates will be given a link on portal after the CBT to update 

the status of passing OSSTET / OTET-Paper-II conducted by BSE / CTET -Paper-II 

conducted by CBSE , after which the result of the Computer Based Test (CBT) will 

be finalized and candidates will be shortlisted for interview . The candidature of 

those applicants, who have not passed the above test by the given date, will be 

provisional and is liable to be rejected if required test is not passed by then.” 

 



Para 4.2.1  May be read as, “Four years integrated Degree course in the concerned subject with 

at least 50% marks in aggregate (45% for SC/ST/PH/SEBC candidates).”  

 

Para 4.2.5 May be read as “Two years Integrated post Graduate Course in the concerned subject; 

with at least 50% marks in aggregate (45% for SC/ST/PH/ SEBC candidates)”. 

 

Para 22   The existing para may be substituted by (i) “The candidates who have already 

completed the educational qualification course and appeared the final 

examination of the same within the closing date for submission of online 

application, but the result of which has not been published will be provisionally 

allowed to apply for the respective posts and appear the CBT. This is subject to 

the condition that they have to acquire the prescribed minimum educational 

qualification with percentage of mark wherever applicable before short listing of 

candidates for interview.  Such candidates will be given a link on portal after the 

CBT to update the status of acquiring the required minimum qualification with 

percentage of mark wherever applicable, after which the result of the Computer 

Based Test (CBT) will be finalized and candidates will be shortlisted for interview. 

The candidature of those applicants, who have not acquired the required 

minimum qualification with percentage of marks wherever applicable by the 

given date, will be provisional and is liable to be rejected if required minimum 

qualification with required percentage of mark is not acquired by then.” 

 (ii)  Cutoff date for determining the age is 01.09.2020. 

 (iii) Cutoff date for determining the experience is the closing date for online 

application. 

 

  Sd/- 
                            State Project Director 


